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8.2.47 TCDI Software Suite  

Through their ClarVergence® Suite (CV Suite), TCDI has created three applications 
that form the core of their eDiscovery technology offerings. These platforms have the 
ability to scale up and down, in order to support all litigation needs. For large matters, 
TCDI created CVLynx® nearly 20 years ago, which supports both case management 
and eDiscovery. For smaller cases, TCDI’s clients can use CVFox®. CVLynx, is 
designed for large-scale, complex litigation and CVFox, is designed for the small to 
mid-tier corporations and law firms. CVOnyx®, which has been TCDI’s proprietary 
processing platform since 2009, is used on the backend to perform culling, processing 
and data preparation for loading to CVLynx or CVFox.  

CVLynx is a product of TCDI development, which allows them to customize their 
flagship product to meet client needs. TCDI focuses on continuous process 
improvement throughout their development of CVLynx resulting in continual 
reinvention of strategies to help clients decrease risk during cases, control and predict 
budgets and ultimately put the focus back on their core business. CVLynx offers 
counsel across multiple firms and locations the ability to compile, review, research and 
collaborate in a highly secure, web-based environment. Users have access to a highly 
customizable central repository that can handle individually unique data and file 
collection requirements. With CVLynx, TCDI becomes an extension of their clients’ 
litigation support and document production teams. 
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CVFox, which has the same power as TCDI’s flagship product, combines data 
processing, early case assessment, review and productions into a single, simplified 
SaaS solution. It is scalable and adaptable, making it sensitive to ever-changing 
litigation and project needs, allowing users to add new projects or build databases with 
the click of the button. Due to the minimal setup and training needed in CVFox, users 
are able to start processing and reviewing data within hours. Once logged in to CVFox 
users can upload their own data via a drag-and-drop interface that allows for a 
seamless transition from data processing to early case assessment, review and 
production, all within one consolidated platform. With CVFox, organizations of all sizes 
have the comfort of predictable pricing combined the capability to build simple and 
complex workflows in an easy-to-use solution. CVFox allows administrators immediate 
insight into their projects with customizable reporting, collaboration tools and powerful 
visualizations that save time and increase efficiency. 

 

Owned/Supplied by : TCDI 
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